Monday 20th April

Afternoon Activity Design Technology

Option 1: Lego Construction
Have a go at constructing something out of Lego. Look through the ‘30 Day Lego Building Challenge’ chart for
inspiration on what you could create https://viewsfromastepstool.com/lego-challenge-printable/ For example,
you could build a roller coaster, town, rocket ship, robot, boat that floats, castle, venus fly trap, the perfect
pizza, the world’s tallest tower etc.
Or
Using a suggestion from the above chart, construct one of the challenges using any medium of your choice
from your home or even garden! Don’t forget to check your recycling for objects you could use.

Option 2: A bridge to amaze
Can you build a bridge that holds 100 pennies, using 1 sheet of paper and up to 5 paper clips?
A bridge must support its own weight (the dead load) as well as the weight of anything placed on it, like the
pennies (the live load). Your paper bridge must span 20 cm. The sides of your bridge will rest on two books and
cannot be taped or attached to the books or the table.
What You Will Need
• plain paper • 5 paper clips • ruler • 2 books or blocks • at least 100 pennies or other small weights • scissors
Make a Prediction
Describe how you think the bridge should be constructed in order to support its dead load plus the live load of
the pennies.
Try It Out
1. Discuss possible ideas before you start building. What can you do to the paper to make it stronger? When
you have decided on a design, construct your bridge.
2. Place the bridge across two supports that are 20 cm apart. There needs to be space below the bridge which
is clear to allow boats or cars to pass!
3. To test your bridge, load it with pennies one at a time, until it collapses. Record how many pennies your
bridge supported.
Explain It
Describe how well your bridge supported its dead load and the live load you placed on it. Was the bridge as
strong as you thought it would be? Where did it fail?
Build on It
1.Redesign your bridge and test it again, using a new sheet of paper. How does your second attempt compare?
How can engineers test their plans for building a full-size bridge?
2.Is there a difference in the load your bridge can hold if you put the load in the centre of the bridge compared
to spreading it out along the bridge? Make a prediction and test it.

